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then you can either help on the perl mailing lists, chat on irc, or pay for training
with the perl certification consortium, and so forth. although the language is

primarily intended for use by hackers, some programmers and system
administrators find it invaluable in day-to-day work as well. there is also an

optional ide that works alongside perl that provides automatic tab completion and
code formatting. it's mainly of interest for system administration and for people
who enjoy programming in perl, since they find perl's string interpolation and

regular expression functionality more powerful and comfortable to work with than
their native languages. furthermore, there are extensive documentation and help
resources that make it easy to get up to speed with perl on the web. perl's own
documentation includes the perl reference manual, the perldoc command-line

utility, the perltoc documentation, the perl cookbook, and the programming perl
book. many online tutorial sites also describe perl and the perl community. in

addition to the standard text files, perl comes with a variety of useful packages.
these include standard and devel modules for base features and various tools to
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help build your system. perl has been developed primarily for use as a glue
language to tie together other languages like c, c++, or java, and as a scripting
language for running automated tasks like tests or build scripts. perl's design

philosophy has been to create a very general-purpose programming language that
includes features not generally found in the languages of other scripting worlds.

perl makes it easy to write code for real-world tasks, and focuses on system
administration, interactive programming, and database programming as

specialties.
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as announced on the steam store, gang beasts servers are now live on steam and
multiplayer is now available. please note the servers are invite only, we have also

disabled the voting of gang creators. we will be continuing to update the gang
beasts servers with new features and functionality, and will be contacting the

player base regarding public access to the servers. we are happy to announce that
gang beasts now has the full multiplayer functionality that we promised in our

earlier builds, you can see some early test footage of this new functionality in our
videos below. the videos are of our test servers, and do not represent the final

game. we have modified the game to utilise the new dedicated server
infrastructure and to utilise our new hybrid cloud based matchmaking system, this
infrastructure allows us to run servers on much more powerful dedicated hardware
than the previous infrastructure, it also allows us to run the game on servers that
may not be connected to the internet, and to scale the amount of players on the
servers. please note that this is the first public release of the server tool, we have

not tested it extensively or published it to steam, so we are not liable for any
issues with it. we will be talking with double fine, coatsink, multiplay and other
partners later this month to make a full review of current server provision and

capacity. gang beasts uses folder-based authorization to implement a powerful,
flexible, and convenient system of access control that is not related to the

contents of any individual file or folder. it is safe from malware, it is not subject to
file system problems like damaged permissions, it is not dependent on which

application was used to create a file or folder, and it does not rely on any single
security method or approach. the folder-based authorization system makes no

assumptions about the data in individual files, and it only provides access control
for the files and folders that are in place on the system. to use folder-based

authorization, the administrator has to specify the folders to be protected, and the
level of access each folder provides. that's it. the administrator can define as

many folders and levels of access as needed. 5ec8ef588b
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